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ABSTRACT 
This project has been devoted to the study of microphysical 
mechanisms that are important to the formation of precipitation. 
Two complex experiments have been built to reproduce the 
interaction of falling cloud and precipitation drops under 
controlled laboratory conditions. These experiments were designed 
for the measurement of the capture efficiency of larger drops over­
taking smaller ones. In one apparatus the efficiency of a cloud 
drop was determined from the amount of tracer it captured as it 
fell through a cloud of smaller drops tagged with tracer. With 
the other apparatus the efficiency of a small precipitation drop 
was measured from a photographic record of the interaction with 
a smaller drop. Data from both experiments has demonstrated that 
drops do not coalesce after collision for a surprisingly wide range 
of collision parameters. Therefore, an important objective of 
this research, which was to test the efficacy of collision theory, 
has been met. Since theory has been shown to be inadequate, further 
research is now necessary to map out the wide range of drop sizes 
where the role coalescence is poorly understood so that reliable 
capture efficiencies can be used in models of precipitation development. 
During the same three-year period, the Principal Investigator 
has continued his theoretical work on the fall behavior of hydro-
meteors. Articles were completed on the effect of altitude and 
electrical force on the velocity of drops, ice crystals, snow 
flakes, grauple and hail. The effects of air density and viscosity, 
hydrometeor shape, and electric charge and field can now be handled 
with simple formulas ideally suited for numerical cloud models. 
Final Report for NSF ATM 75-20066 
Contained herein is a description of the experimental apparatus, procedure 
and initial result for the measurement of cloud drop collision efficiencies as 
proposed for NSF ATM 75-20066. Also included is a parallel description of the 
new experiment to measure the collection efficiency and rebound probabilities 
of small precipitation drops. In addition this section contains a description 
of theoretical work completed. 
1. Experimental Study on Cloud Drops 
An experiment has been developed (Beard et al., 1979) to investigate 
the possibility of rebound for colliding cloud drops as postulated by Levin 
et al. The collection efficiency is being determined from the amount of 
tracer captured by a stream of widely separated drops falling at terminal 
velocity through a monodisperse cloud of chemically tagged droplets. 
a. Design and Procedure 
The current experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The cloud is produced 
by a vibrating orifice device (TSI Model 3050). With careful adjustment of the 
transducer frequency, the liquid jet is disrupted into a stream of uniform size 
drops which is free of smaller satellites and also larger multiplets. Recombination 
of the drops is greatly reduced by dispersion in an axial jet of turbulent air 
Fig. 1. Diagram of experimental setup used to measure the 
collection efficiencies of cloud drops. 
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and by subsequent dilution. Both air streams are saturated slightly above 
room temperature to prevent evaporation. The tracer solution of lithium 
sulfate (0.1% Li+) is fed to the cloud droplet generator from the solution 
reservoir under pressure. The amount of tracer is apparently much less than 
has been used in previous collection studies (i.e., Picknett, 1960, Woods and Mason, 
1964). The reference pressure is adjustable and remains essentially constant 
by virtue of a large, nitrogen reservoir. An electrically neutral cloud is 
achieved with an ion discharge device (TSI 3054). The cloud is continuously 
generated during the experiment and flows at 11 ℓpm through a cloud chamber 
1.3 m long and 10.6 cm in diameter. 
Sampling ports are located in the chamber to permit the insertion of 
slides coated with a dye and gelatine mixture for an evaluation of the droplet 
sizes. The stain produced by the droplets was calibrated by using the direct 
output of the droplet generator, and was found to be consistant with the results 
of a similar method used by Liddell and Wootten (1957). In the first series of 
measurements the droplets in the cloud chamber were found to be composed of 
over 98% singlets. The mean radius was found to be 20 µm with all singlets 
in the range 19-21 ym and a standard deviation of 0.3 µm. This spread of the 
singlet size and the general increase from an 18 µm initial radius was due to 
inhomogeneous condensation. An example of the narrow size distribution is 
shown in the microphotograph of a slide sample (Fig. 2). The droplet 
concentration was measured from photographs taken with a strobe and 35 mm 
camera. The illumination was arranged in a vertical plane of well defined 
thickness by two cylindrical lenses and a slit. A typical concentration was 
found to be 8 cm-3 with a 95% confidence interval of ± 1 cm-3. 
An orifice device was also used to produce the collector drops (Adam et al., 
1971). Drops with a wide vertical spacing (> 100 radii) were separated from 
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Fig. 2. Slide microphotograph showing uniform cloud droplet distribution. 
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the main stream with an electronically controlled charging ring and high 
voltage deflection plates. The drops were allowed to reach terminal velocity 
before entering the top of the cloud chamber. The vertical spacing was 
determined from the terminal velocity and the production rate. The charge on 
the collector drops was determined by capturing the drop stream on an electrode 
attached to a Keithley electrometer. The average current was monitored, and by 
adjustment of the charging voltage, collector drops with < 5 × 10-5 esu were 
produced. 
During an experimental run the drops were collected beneath the cloud 
chamber in a clean glass jar for a known period and covered for later analysis. 
After chemical analysis the collection efficiency was determined from experimental 
parameters using the following equation: 
where M is the amount of lithium measured for an experimental run and the term 
in brackets is the amount of lithium expected from capture of all cloud droplets 
in the geometric path of the collector drops (i.e., unity collection efficiency). 
The term ΠA2(1+p)2 is the geometric cross section for the drop-droplet interaction. 
Multiplication of this cross section by the relative terminal velocity (AV) and 
the number concentration of droplets (n) results in the number of cloud droplets 
encountered geometrically per unit time by a single collector drop. Further 
multiplication by the mass of one cloud droplet (m) and mass fraction of lithium 
in one cloud droplet (X) results in the amount of lithium encountered 
geometrically per unit time by a single collector drop. Finally, the lithium 
encountered by all collector drops is found from multiplication by the 
interaction time for one collector drop (t) and the total number of collector 
drops for one experimental run (N). 
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The number of collector drops (N) was calculated from the drop generation 
rate and the experimental time. The amount of lithium for each run (M) was 
determined by atomic absorption analysis. The size of the collector drop 
and cloud droplets was used to obtain the size ratio (p) and the relative 
terminal velocity (AV) using the equations in Beard (1976). The cloud droplet 
concentration (n) was determined photographically by the method discussed above. 
The initial droplet size was used to determine droplet mass (m), whereas the 
initial lithium was fixed by the concentration of the tracer in the cloud 
water solution (X = 0.001). The interaction time (t) was determined from 
the fall speed of the collector drop, the downward air velocity in the cloud 
chamber and the cloud chamber height. Accurate knowledge of the air velocity 
was unnecessary because its magnitude was only ~ 4% of collector drop velocity. 
b. Error Analysis 
The most obvious potential source of error in an experimental of this type 
is chemical contamination. Beyond checking for inconsistent or unrepeatable 
data several precautions and tests were made to assess and eliminate this problem. 
New glass jars with plastic snap-on lids were always used for sample acquisition. 
During the course of an experiment several unopened jars were included for 
chemical analysis. Also experimental runs were made without any collector 
drops falling through the system to test for cloud droplet contamination in 
the jars. The jars in these runs were handled identically to the jars with 
collector drops. When each jar was removed from the experiment apparatus it 
was immediately capped. All further handling of the samples was performed in 
the chemistry laboratories maintained by the Atmospheric Sciences Section of 
the Illinois State Water Survey. Chemists, trained in microanalysis, performed 
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the atomic absorption measurements necessary to determine the amount 
of Li+ in each sample. Our tests have shown that total errors from chemical 
contamination and analysis are less than 3%. 
Since electric charge on both the collector and collected drops can 
affect both the collision and coalescence efficiencies, we have been careful 
to minimize these effects. The cloud droplets were passed through a charge 
neutralizer (TSI) designed to achieve a Boltzman charge distribution at 
much higher flows than used in our experiment. We have computed that the 
mean magnitude of charge on a cloud droplet is < 5 × 10-9 esu. The existing 
method of charge minimization for the collector drop has been discussed and 
leads to a charge magnitude of < 5 × 10-5 esu. This charge is measured between 
each sample collected for chemical analysis. Considering the extremely small 
charge on the cloud droplets only induced charge effects are of possible 
significance in our experiment. These references deal with the stronger 
influence of oppositely charged drops and report that a magnitude of 104 
esu is necessary to significantly affect coalescence. However, these reported 
values are for other drop sizes and size ratios. Our collector drop charge 
is not a great deal below the minimum reported value for an effect; therefore, 
in the future we intend to improve our technique for charge measurement so 
that we can reduce our collector drop charge still further. 
Another aspect of the drop charge problem is to consider what laboratory 
values of collection efficiency would best relate to charges observed in clouds. 
Takahashi (1972) summarizes data on drop charges for measurements in warm 
rain and thunderstorms. From these data we conclude that our cloud droplet 
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charges are below those typically occurring naturally and our collector drop 
charge is comparable to observed mean charges in warm rain. Thus, there is 
some impetus to increase our collector drop charge to cover the range of charges 
occurring naturally. 
The final and possibly most subtle source of experimental error is a 
depletion effect. Since one collector drop follows the next through the 
center of the cloud column, there is the potential for depletion of the cloud 
droplet concentration by the stream of collector drops. In the data analysis 
this effect would be reflected as an anomalously low collection efficiency. 
We have taken data with increasing collector drop separation and plotted the 
resulting data so that we can analyze a depletion effect. Data were obtained 
for collector drops with vertical separations of approximately 1, 2, 3, and 4 cm. 
The 4 cm separation represents a 500 radii vertical spacing. From our data, we 
conclude that approximately one cloud drop is collected for every eight collector 
drops passing through the column. Thus, the vertical distance between average 
collection events is ~ 36 cm in the case with the largest vertical spacing. 
Depletion is minimized by several mechanisms. The cloud flows constantly 
through the chamber and is entirely replenished every 15 seconds. In addition 
the gentle horizontal motions that are observed in the cloud serve to mix 
droplets into the path of the collector drops. A similar mixing effect is 
produced by slight lateral displacements of the collector drop stream. 
c. Results 
Figure 3 shows a plot of our initial results for the collection efficiency 
for A = 81 ± 1 µm and p = 0.25 as a function of the separation between successive 
collector drops. Error bars were calculated at the 95% confidence level from 
averaging data at the same separation from different runs. The dashed line shows 
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Fig. 3. Experimental results for A = 81 1 µm and p = 0.25 0.02 . 
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the trend of the data. As the separation (between drop centers) approaches 
zero the number of collector drops approaches infinity whereas the number of 
cloud droplets captured (i.e., the amount of tracer) remains finite. For a 
hypothetical experiment the measured collection efficiency approaches zero 
as the separation approaches zero because the ratio M/N approaches zero (see 
experimental equation). 
Because of the wide vertical separation between collection events 
and the presence of replenishment, we believe that our data for the large 
separations approaches the actual collection efficiency. As an approximate 
value for the collection efficiency we have taken the mean value of the two 
data points at largest separations and also the overlap of their error bars to 
obtain 0.37 ± 0.05. More data at wider separations could be used for an improved 
estimate of the collection efficiency. 
We were surprised to find such a low collection efficiency. Theoretical 
computations of collision efficiencies give significantly higher results. For 
example, the superposition theory of Shafrir and Neiburger gives a value of 0.82 
for the collision efficiency at p = 0.25 for A = 80 µm. 
We have expended considerable time evaluating our data and experimental 
techniques to eliminate possible unwanted effects which might result in an 
erroneously low collection efficiency measurement. If problems existed with 
chemical contamination they would be reflected as higher measured efficiencies. 
Since our cloud droplet charges are so low, the only possible forces associated 
with the charge on the collector drop would result from induced charges on 
the cloud droplets. These would always act to attract the cloud droplets to 
the collector drop thus increasing the collision or coalescence efficiencies. 
Thus we feel that our results indicate that there must be a coalescence problem 
in our size range. 
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There are several Indications of a possible coalescence problem in the 
literature which were reviewed in the Justification for Further Research. A 
collection efficiency of ~ 0.1 was measured by Neiburger et al. in this range 
of sizes and size ratios. Levin and Machnes measure coalescence and rebound 
for collector drops (A 125 mm) for various size ratios. Although they state 
that their method of separating the coalescence and collision problems may not 
be strictly justifiable, their results indicate a non-unity coalescence efficiency 
over all drop pairs studied. Their empirical formula when applied to our case 
predicts a coalescence efficiency of 0.6. This value multiplied by a collision 
efficiency of 0.8 yields a collection efficiency slightly higher than our result. 
A note containing these results is in preparation for submission to the 
Journal of Atmospheric Sciences. Some additional data will be included. 
2. Experimental Study on Precipitation Drops 
A study of the collection efficiency of small precipitation drops has been 
initiated (Ochs and Beard, 1978). The experiment is designed so that the drops 
interact initially at terminal velocity and the closure velocity and impact angle 
are determined by the natural system. This approach circumvents the difficulty 
of trying to combine the results of coalescence studies (Park, 1970; Brazier-Smith 
et al., 1972; Levin and Machnes, 1977) with collision theory. 
a. Design and Procedure 
An apparatus has been designed and constructed to measure the collection 
efficiency of small precipitation drops with size ratios 0.7 p 1. The device 
has been used to produce initial collection efficiencies for a 275-200 µm 
radius drop pair. In the following paragraphs, this system will be described. 
The present system can readily be used to measure collection efficiencies for 
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drops A < 300 µm with p > 0.7. 
Drops are produced by perturbing a liquid jet using a method first 
demonstrated by Rayleigh (1878). Adam et al. (1971) described a technique 
for producing unequal sized drop pairs from a single jet. A sinusoidal voltage 
was applied to a piezeoelectric transducer which induced capillary waves on the 
jet resulting in uniform drop production. The excitation frequency was 
periodically switched between two values to produce drops of one size 
followed by drops of another size. The drops could be charged and 
deflected between high voltage electrodes. When pulses of controlled width 
and voltage were superimposed on the charging voltage then selected drops from 
either group of drops were generated with a negligible charge. As the main 
stream was deflected between the high voltage electrodes the uncharged drops 
were left behind and could be studied as repetitive pairs of falling, dissimilar 
sized drops. 
Several design changes, some of which are indicated in Fig. 4, have 
been made to improve the system of Adam et al. First TTL digital logic has 
been adopted for the majority of the electronic controls. By using a 10 MHz 
crystal controlled oscillator, good frequency control and long term stability 
is achieved. Digital counters are used to divide the clock frequency by 
integer numbers selected by thumbwheel switches indicated by A and B in Fig. 4. 
Thus, square waves of varying frequencies can be generated, and then amplified 
to drive the transducer. 
The integers NA and NB are also selected by thumbwheel switches. These 
integers control the number of cycles of frequency A* and B* (corresponding to 
the integers A and B) between changes in frequency. Thus, after NA cycles 
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Fig. 4. Diagram of drop generator, control circuit and setup 
for experiment to measure collection efficiencies of 
small precipitation drops. 
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of frequency A*, NB cycles of frequency B* are generated and the sequence is 
repeated. A rotary switch (not shown) is used to select either frequency A* 
and B* or alternative packets of A* and B*. 
The flip flop circuit used to switch the two data selectors also triggers 
the four indicated time delays. These delays control the timing of the pulses 
that are used to generate the uncharged drops and trigger the strobe and camera. 
Electronic controls not shown in Fig. 4 allow the camera to be triggered before 
the strobe so that the strobe flash occurs at the instant when the shutter has 
fully opened. 
This drop generating system has several advantages over the system described 
in Adam et al. The use of a square wave to drive the transducer appears to have 
improved the system performance. Troublesome satellite drops are almost never 
formed in the stable frequency range. This may result from sharper edges on the 
perturbation imposed on the liquid jet. The size ratio obtained can be extended 
using a lower harmonic during jet breakup. However, the use of higher multiplets 
is restricted to < 100 µm radius because larger drops tend to break apart when 
pulsed out. Thus the singlet range of 0.7 p 1 can be extended down to 
p ~ 0.5 when the small drop is 60 µm radius. 
The drop generator is mounted on a platform that can be adjusted to about 
15° from level so that the water jet can readily be directed vertically downward. 
The platform is located on top of a small plexiglass enclosure in which the 
charged drops are deflected between high voltage electrodes. The actual experiment 
occurs in a 100 cm tall plexiglass chamber with a square cross section of 100 cm2. 
The drops fall through this chamber and collide in a saturated environment at 
room temperature after they have each attained their terminal velocities. Data 
on drop trajectories is obtained photographically. 
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At the onset of an experiment the repetition rate can be set high enough 
such that the drops appear stationary under stroboscopic light. Individual 
small and large drops can be pulsed out of the stream and adjusted to fall 
vertically between high voltage electrodes. At this point the drop stream may 
appear as shown in Fig. 5, however, in practice a much larger initial 
separation is chosen so that both drops will achieve terminal velocity before 
they approach close to each other. Since both the large and small drops are 
generated from the same stream it is impossible to produce both sizes at their 
terminal velocities. 
The drop pairs must be separated in time so that each event is unaffected 
by the preceding one. Greater time separation is achieved by simply adding 
more trailing large drops to the drop cycle. Since the delay for the pulses 
is always measured from the point at which the first small drop is produced, 
these delays are unaffected by the addition of trailing large drops and the drop 
pairs can be made arbitrarily far apart. As more large drops are added the 
pulses must be slightly readjusted since aerodynamic factors have changed. 
This is done by viewing the position of streaks produced by the drops as they 
pass the incandescent light. As a practical matter drop events are usually 
separated by about 0.5 s. After the events have been adequately separated 
minor readjustments are made to enhance the probability of an interaction. 
The drop generator just described uses a gravity water feed from a large 
reservoir. During a typical experimental episode of a few hours a flow meter 
and needle valve are used to make an occasional adjustment to maintain a 
constant flow at a chosen rate. 
Streak and strobe photographs are obtained near the top of the 100 cm 
column. The streaks are created by an incandescent lamp located 30° above 
the camera axis and on the opposite side of the chamber. The collection 
Fig. 5. Stream of charged drops and one uncharged pair falling 
between high voltage plates. 
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efficiency is determined from the maximum horizontal separation measured for 
coalescence. An observed coalescence that results from drops falling in a 
plane more than about 15 degrees out of parallel with the film plane will 
result in a measurement that is at least 3% too low. Therefore, the plat­
form which supports the drop generator is turned to align the plane of the 
falling drops parallel to the camera film plane so that the streak photograph 
represents the best possible measure of the horizontal separation. 
A free running strobe light placed about 45° to one side of the optical 
axis creates successive exposures on the film. Using the frequency of the 
strobe flashes, the fall speed of each drop can be computed. Triggered 
strobe observations are also used to verify the vertical drop separation at 
the point where the streaks are recorded. An additional camera is triggered 
at the point where the drops come together to record the results (miss, 
coalescence, rebound, or possibly breakup) in the form of streak photographs. 
The apparatus just described has been used to measure the collection 
and coalescence efficiencies for a 275-200 µm drop pair. Two cameras are 
used to obtain the necessary data. The upper camera recorded streak data 
for a measure of the initial horizontal offset of the drops that is used to 
determine the maximum separation for collection (i.e., the collection effi­
ciency) . In addition multiple strobe exposures were used to verify fall 
speeds. Figure 6a depicts a sample of the data taken with the upper camera. 
The lower camera was used to record streak images of the interaction to deter­
mine whether a collection event had occurred. Figure 6b shows the charac­
teristic signature of a coalescence event whereas Figure 6c shows a rebound 
event with an indication of the oscillation due to deformation at impact. 
No evidence of partial coalescence has been noticed. Data from the lower 
camera was also used to estimate the rebound probability from the fractional 
Fig. 6. Camera data showing: (a) horizontal separation, upper 
camera; (b) coalescence event, lower camera; and 
(c) rebound event, lower camera. 
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number of rebound events out of the total of rebound and coalescence events. 
To obtain the coalescence efficiency (or probability) the rebound probability 
is subtracted from unity. 
The drop sizes were determined by weighing a timed sample of uniform 
droplets from the stream. By knowing the frequency at which the drops were 
produced, their mass could be determined. This method is very accurate and 
leads to less than a 1% error in determining the drop radius. However, it 
was not possible to set up the experiment in precisely the same manner from 
day to day resulting in a 5% variation in the radius of each drop. Both 
drops were falling approximately 3% faster than their terminal velocities 
when approached within 100 radii of each other, and their relative velocity 
was about 4% high. 
b. Results 
To date, we have obtained and analyzed data from several hundred 
photographed events. Out of 56 collision events (either coalescence or 
rebound) we have determined the coalescence efficiency to be 0.72 it 0.05 
and the collection efficiency to be 0.71 ±. 0.05. This result is consistent 
with an expected collision efficiency close to unity. 
Park (1970) has obtained the only data on unsupported drops in the 
size range used in this experiment. His data was obtained by firing streams 
of drops at each other and not by using drops at terminal velocity. Our 
data point lies outside the rebound region based on his data. The coalescence 
efficiency of Levin and Machnes (1977) for this size pair with one drop supported 
is only 0.36. They acknowledged that this experimental approach was only an 
approximation to the collection problem since it artificially divides a "continuous" 
process into collision and coalescence. The degree of approximation in such 
an experiment can only be determined by comparison with data on collection as 
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obtained in our initial experiment. The comparison shows, at least for small 
precipitation drops of similar size, that such approximate coalescence studies 
may result in a large uncertainty. It is therefore important that further 
studies be carried out on freely falling drops to generate reliable data on 
the collection mechanism, and to help define the degree of approximation and 
applicability of previous work on coalescence (e.g., Levin and Machnes, 
Whelpdale and List, 1971, Brazier-Smith et al., and Park). 
3. Theoretical Studies 
The Principal Investigator on NSF ATM 75-20066 (KVB) has continued his 
studies on the terminal velocity and shape of cloud and precipitation drops 
that was begun under Professor Hans Pruppacher at UCLA (Beard and Pruppacher, 
1969; Pruppacher and Beard', 1970). The most comprehensive work in this series 
(Beard, 1976) provides a solution to the problem of obtaining the terminal 
velocity as a function of the physical properties. Under this grant work 
has continued to test and simplify the method published in 1976. In a recent 
article ("Terminal Velocity Adjustment for Cloud and Precipitation Drops 
Aloft", Beard, 1977a) a method is given for obtaining velocities aloft from 
the sea level velocity by multiplication by an adjustment factor. For 
cloud drops (1-40 µm diameter) the adjustment factor is found from the Stokes-
Cunningham equation, and depends upon the Knudsen number and dynamic viscosity. 
For larger drops (40 µm-6 mm diameter) the adjustment factor is obtained from 
a semi-empirical fit to the data of Beard (1976) and depends upon the drop 
diameter, air density and dynamic viscosity. The adjustment factor for each 
size range is reduced to a simple function of drop size, air temperature and 
pressure. The velocities aloft using the adjustment method are found to be 
within 1% of the more precise values of Beard (1976) for reasonable atmospheric 
conditions. Polynomial formulas are included for calculating the sea level 
velocities. 
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In another recent paper ("On the Acceleration of Large Water Drops to 
Terminal Velocity," Beard, 1977b) a theory is presented based on drop distor­
tion. This new theory is used to calculate the drag and acceleration of 
drops in the laboratory from rest to terminal velocity. The results show 
that the drag coefficient curve as a function of Reynolds number for an 
accelerating drop lies between the curves for a sphere and for water drops 
at terminal velocity. Because of the dependence of drop distortion on accel­
eration, the drag coefficient curve for an accelerating drop is not the same 
as the usual raindrop curve (obtained by plotting the terminal velocity drag 
coefficients). A comparison with experimental acceleration data at sea level 
shows an improvement over the more approximate theory of Wang and Pruppacher 
(1977). The calculation of drops accelerating at reduced air density provide 
a very good fit to the data of Davies (as reported in Best, 1950) at the 
reported fall distance of 11 m. This new interpretation of Davies' experi­
ment provides additional verification of the method proposed by Beard (1976) 
for calculating for the terminal velocity of large drops aloft. 
Work on the theory of falling drops has now been extended to electrified 
clouds. An article just accepted for publication deals with an improved 
method for adjusting the velocity for the effects of charge on hydrometeors 
in an electric field. Previous workers have often used the procedure originated 
by Davies (1945) for spheres in which CDRe2 is found to be independent of the 
velocity. For example, Ziv and Levin (1974) used Davies' formula for a sphere 
to calculate the velocity of charged drops in electric fields for their numerical 
thundercloud model. Gay et al. (1974), however, used the drag coefficient curve 
for raindrops at terminal velocity to obtain CDRe2 for calculating the change in 
terminal velocity for charged drops in an electric field. Neither of the above 
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methods is found to fit the laboratory data of Gay et al. (1974). A good fit 
is obtained, however, from the physical justifiable assumption of a constant 
raindrop shape and the use of a sphere adjusted drag coefficient. In the 
present study the raindrop adjustment is generalized to a single formula for 
all hydrometeors (i.e., drops, ice crystals, snow flakes, grauple and hailstones). 
This is the sixth, and apparently the final paper, on the subject of 
terminal velocity and shape of cloud and precipitation drops. The knowledge 
of this subject is reasonably complete. We can now handle the effects of air 
density, air viscosity, drop shape, electric charges and electric fields with 
simple, semi-empirical formulas ideally suited for numerical cloud models. 
-23-
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